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Abstract
Payment solution for decentralized service application Dutch
Blockchain technology has become widespread starting with Bitcoin, a cryptocurrency through a peer-to-peer
(P2P) encryption method composed of a limited working set on a layered protocol. Since then, platforms with
various blockchain technologies have appeared. Representative platforms include Etherium, Bitshare,
Steem, EOS, NEO, and NEM. Each platform has its own features. We discuss the official rules and
procedures, transactions, consensus, and networks of the above blockchains
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Background
In 2008, Satoshi Nakamoto's thesis “Bitcoin: A Peer-to-Peer Electronic Cash System” was first
known to the world.
Bitcoin, a cryptocurrency that was actually first implemented by Nagamoto, created a
decentralized cryptocurrency by combining the algorithm of public key cryptography used for
ownership with a consensus algorithm called Proof-Of-Work. This proof-of-work method prevents
the double payment problem, and is difficult to forge and alter because all transaction records of
bitcoin and hashes that require a lot of computing power at the time of block generation are
shared by all computer nodes using bitcoin. It can also protect against Sybil Attack, a type of
network hacking attack. After the Genesis block on January 9, 2009, so far, there have been no
hacks for Bitcoin itself.
Bitcoin uses a series of programming languages, scripts, for stable transmission and storage of
the blockchain as currency. This is meaningful in that it is the first to implement a solution that
enables non-face-to-face transactions while preventing fraud without the intervention of a trusted
third party. Bitcoin perfectly embodies the function of money from a financial and economic point
of view. In financial economics, 1) medium of exchange, 2) unit of account, 3) state of value are all
recognized as currency. In terms of function, Bitcoin is It is reasonable to perform all functions
and regard it as currency. The biggest feature as a currency is that the supply decreases every
four years, resulting in deflation. In 2050, 21 million bitcoins were all issued, and the currency
volume was designed to stop.
Therefore, users who hold bitcoins can earn large profits as their value increases in the future.
From a monetary theory point of view, Bitcoin seems to follow the view of the Austrian school,
which does not recognize the central bank's role in monetary policy in monetary policy. However,
despite these advantages, skeptical claims are prevalent. It is difficult to measure the fundamental
value in performing the value storage function, which is one of the three major functions of the
currency, but there are some pointed out that there is a problem in the performance of the value
storage function.
Along with the words that Bitcoin is Blockchain 1.0, platforms called Blockchain 2.0 appeared
one after another. Among them, Vitalik Buterin announced Ethereum in 2014. Ethereum uses a
turing-complete programming language based on a blockchain.
Ethereum allows users to write “contracts” that include an arbitrary state transition function
according to a set coding rule, enabling complex systems of various applications to be
implemented. The characteristic of smart contracts is that they are self-enforcing. Since it is
already made in computer language “executable code”, when certain conditions are met, the
program is forcibly executed and the contract is fulfilled. This is a powerful force in contracts
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where the other party cannot be trusted. This concept was proposed by Nick Szabo in 1994, and
it is as old as the history of the Internet. Due to the lack of a stable execution environment at the
time, smart contracts were not so widespread. However, Ethereum provided a stable execution
environment by implementing smart contracts on the blockchain, and the code that composes
the smart contract is a low-level, stack-based code called'Ethereum Virtual Machine Code' or'EVM
Code'. It is made in a bytecode language so that it can be run in various environments.
Various types of decentralized blockchain applications (DAPP: Decentralized Application,
hereinafter referred to as DAPP) are being created. These DAPPs say they can create three
categories of applications.
The first is a financial application that allows contract participants to strongly set-manage
contracts that are directly linked to money.
The second is a quasi-financial application. It is an application for contracts where the nonmonetary side exists.
The last are applications that are not related to finance, such as online voting and decentralized
governance.
Ether, which acts as a currency in Ethereum, says that the permanent linear supply growth
model can alleviate the “wealth concentration” that Bitcoin suffers. At the same time, the'supply
growth rate' is designed to continuously decrease towards zero. Ethereum is a structure that can
be freely adjusted. It is said that it will create a specialized foundation that helps design many
types of services in the future.
Neo Blockchain refers to the application platform and digital assets that provide Neo Contract.
The Neo-Platform's network provides a number of functions, such as Neo-Asset, a digital asset,
and Neo-ID, a digital authentication that allows you to participate in digital businesses.
The execution environment of the Neo Blockchain smart contract plays an important role in
terms of performance. When analyzing the performance of an execution environment, there are
two important factors to evaluate: 1) the speed of execution of instructions 2) the speed of the
initial startup of the execution environment itself. Smart contracts are involved in logic's IO
operation because instructions can be easily optimized. Each time a smart contract is called, a
new pseudo machine/container must be launched.
As a result, the execution speed of the working environment (which starts the virtual
machine/container) has a profound impact on the performance of the smart contract. Neo uses a
lightweight virtual machine called NeoVM as a smart contract execution environment, which has a
very fast startup speed and very low resource consumption. It responds perfectly to short
programs like smart contracts. In addition, the efficiency of the virtual machine can be maximized
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by using the caching and compilation editing of the hotspot smart contract through JIT (real-time
compiler).
The cryptocurrencies proposed so far have provided an interesting model of how
cryptocurrency protocols are handled through the three sectors: transaction, consensus, and
network to official rules and procedures. The use of formal methodologies, machineunderstandable standards, and integrating financial policy with financial incentive processes are
being studied in a variety of ways. Ultimately, we are researching in a transparent and uncensored
free way based on blockchain. We are committed to applying and accepting the official rules and
procedures of the above cryptocurrencies, transactions, consensus, networks, thousands of
iterations, advice from peer reviews, and the great ideas of blockchain projects disclosed so far.
Are doing.
The following chapters talk about the key components of the solution we are aiming for. Some
may differ from what the blockchain projects are trying to do so far. However, these are necessary
for the development of the Dutch Classic.
No project can meet all the externally demanded values or satisfy all users, but a self-evolving
business can present a valuable vision.
The ultimate direction of virtual currency is to create a space where virtual currency and users
can coexist. By connecting existing legacy systems with advanced platforms, we want to connect
with more users and platforms and the cryptocurrency we aim for.
The reason we make Dutch Classic is that it acts as a bridge for many people to use noncentralized services through simple payment of decentralized service applications. This
minimal convenience can serve as a foothold to provide a golden opportunity to companies
that provide decentralized service applications.
If our attempts fail, the way our cryptocurrencies are designed, evolved and progressed will
remain a tremendous achievement and value.
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Dutch Classic
[Purpose of the Dutch Classic]
Dutch Classic uses Ethereum's blockchain protocol to create a solution that can be provided to
applications. Ethereum uses a turing-complete programming language.
Dutch Classic has to solve various challenges in order to be provided for platform services. The
first is to have a stable environment without security issues. Second, the accessibility of
decentralized service application developers should be easy. Due to various issues such as
transaction speed and throughput, Ethereum is continuously developing with a focus on core
improvement. Because of this, it is not easy for general service developers to apply Ethereum to
their services. To solve this, we provide a Node.js-based solution. Third, it should provide a simple
payment method. This is the most important part. To this end, it provides direct payment through
smart contracts within the DApp (Decentralized Application) environment.
[Dutch Classic (Network Architecture)]

[ Dutch Classic Network Architecture]
The Dutch Classic solution architecture consists of the solution, service and core layers. The
solution layer refers to solutions using Dutch Classic. The service layer refers to the backend of
the'Dutch Classic solution' on the blockchain. The core layer refers to the storage of the
blockchain and data uploaded by Dutch Classic.
In the solution layer there are various solutions using Dutch Classic. The solution communicates
with the service layer above the blockchain. Users can receive services through clients using Dutch
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Classic and exchange various types of interactions. Also, in some cases, compensation may be
provided. Depending on the format provided by the solution, the receiving method may be a
method of receiving compensation whenever data is collected, or a method of receiving
compensation each time information is provided to an advertiser. Third-party platforms can be
developed using open APIs. In the future, a separate framework will be provided to develop the
Dutch Classic solution so that it can be conveniently used on existing platforms or other services.
The service layer means'Dutch Classic' running on the blockchain. In the solution offered
through Dutch Classic, most of the activities are at the service layer. For more information, please
refer to the Dutch Classic solution section and the technical white paper to be published in the
future.
The Dutch Classic runs on the core layer. The core layer consists of a platform that will run
Dutch Classic and a data storage to store the traded data. The Dutch Classic solution is
implemented in the form of a smart contract on the EVM. In the future, it can be transferred to
other EVM compatible platforms depending on the technical requirements of the Dutch Classic
solution. The storage layer uses IPFS-based storage, and is maintained by storage nodes to be
described later. Data is protected by Intel Software Guard Extenutchs (SGX) technology and
processed in a Secure Enclave, so it is stored securely to prevent unauthorized access and leakage
by storage nodes. Blockchain technology continues to evolve. Therefore, the technology may not
be the ultimate solution. In the future, the storage layer can be replaced by Ethereum Swarm to
consolidate both the storage and service layers into the Ethereum network.
[Dutch Classic Account]
Dutch Classic's account management method is the same as that of Ethereum. There are two
types of accounts: external accounts by private key and contract accounts controlled by contract
code. The external account doesn't have any code, and you need to create and sign a new
transaction to send messages from this account.
[Dutch Classic Messages and transactions]
A transaction refers to the transmission of the Dutch Classic and contains information about who
sends what to whom. This transaction includes:
- receiver
-Caller signature
-The amount of Dutch Classic sent by the caller
-Option data
-Calculation fee
Recipient, sender, and sending amount are the items commonly used in most cryptocurrencies.
The calculation fee plays a role in preventing DDos attacks in the Dutch Classic. In order to limit
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the case of accidentally executing infinite repetitive transmission or malicious infinite operation
when transmitting a transaction, a Dutch Classic fee is paid for each step of executing the
transaction code. If the transfer is long or complex, you have to pay more fees. In this way, a
malicious attacker needs to consume a lot of Dutch Classic in order to attack, but the owner with
a lot of Dutch Classic can effectively prevent malicious attacks because there are few factors for
malicious attacks.
[Dutch Classic 결제와 정산 (Payment And Settlement)]

[Stack Holder]
Dutch Classic's Stakeholders (Stack Holders) are coin holders, service companies, blockchains, and
contracts, as shown in the figure above. Here, stakeholders personified the elements necessary for
dividends and abstracted them for ease of understanding.
-Coin holders: Individuals or companies that currently hold coins through investments in coins,
trading, air drop, or purchase.
-Service company: Any object that consumes services, such as institutions, companies, and
individuals through coins.
-Blockchain: Solution operated through Dutch Classic.
-Contract: Smart contract inside the Dutch Classic blockchain.
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[ Relationship between stakeholders]
The picture above is a picture that expresses the relationship between stakeholders. First of all,
coin holders can make payments to service companies with their own coins. At this time, instead
of paying directly to the startup, it takes the form of indirect payment through a contract. The
contract is recorded in the 5W1H method inside the contract. His example is as follows.
-When: start: 00/00/2019 00:00:00, end: 00/00/2019 00:00:00
-Who: Bob
-What: 100Dutch Classic paid to company A
-Why: Buy A company service
-Where: Republic of Singapore
-How: Clause A-1 of the contract contract (after the end of the end payment, the payment
amount is settled to the company)
The meaning of this is clearly contracted by the contract and recorded on the blockchain. Coins
paid by the contracted contract are automatically transferred to the service company. Company A,
which received the payment, satisfies the conditions of contract A-1 clause to Bob by the end
period specified in When, and pays the service in return for the payment.
I will explain in more detail the Dutch Classic funding process.
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[ Dutch Classic Funding ]
The picture above is a picture explaining Dutch Classic payment. Dutch Classic payments don't just
end with coin holders making payments to service companies. Coin holders who participated in
the payment are provided with DAT (Dutch Classic Assurance Token, hereinafter referred to as DAT)
as a token of payment. This DAT is a token that guarantees the minimum value of the paid coins,
and the details of the minimum value are specified in the contract contract mentioned above and
are safely recorded on the blockchain.

[ Dutch Classic refund]
The picture above is the picture explaining the Dutch Classic refund. In some cases, there will be
cases where the coin holder wants to cancel the payment for various reasons. At this time, the
coin holder can send DAT to the contract and receive the coin corresponding to DAT. In addition,
the company can view information on the incinerated DAT on the blockchain. Now, I will explain
in more detail how payment is possible.
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[ Payment flow]
The figure above is a figure explaining the payment flow. The first thing to do for payment is for
the service company to request DAT. Along with the request for DAT issuance, fill in the contract
with necessary information for the payment contract. Based on this entry, the contract creates and
executes a DAT issuance contract, and stores it in the blockchain. If you select a company to pay,
the executed contract is stored in the blockchain by sending coins to be paid to the contract of
the selected company and signing a contract in the contract. After all contracts are completed,
the ownership of DAT in the blockchain is transferred to the coin holder, and the coins
participating in the settlement are transferred to the company (state change).
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[ Refund flow]
The flow is similar to the payment flow previously described as showing the order between the
interested parties, and a detailed description will be omitted.
It is clear why Dutch Classic sends Dutch guarantee tokens. Numerous young entrepreneurs and
companies want to succeed with their good ideas and business items. Dutch Classic aims to
create an ecosystem that can support various solutions to these high-potential startups. The
Dutch guarantee token is an asset that can be the main pillar of this ecosystem. The meaning of
the Dutch guarantee token is not just the economic aspect. Service companies have a duty to
design an effective system that allows them to take items and turn them into Dutch guarantee
tokens. The Dutch guarantee token becomes a factor that can attract users to the ecosystem in
various ways. Creating an ecosystem that can support companies that can continue to grow and
grow is the real reason for the Dutch Classic.
In the future, DAT will be able to be traded on the exchange alone. Plans for this will be revealed
in the future.
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Dutch Classic Payment Solution
Payment solutions that are actually operated can make payments in the following environments.
[Block chain Lottery]
The above service is a service that allows users to win the lottery with a higher probability by
transparently drawing the lottery on the blockchain.

[ Block Chain Lottery -1 ]
The figure above shows the winnings for the current round of this service, the total number of
tickets purchased by all users, and the number of my tickets purchased.
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[ Block Chain Lottery -1 ]
The picture above shows the time remaining until the draw. You can check the amount of coins in
my wallet and the price per ticket. The user selects a number and purchases a ticket.

[ Block Chain Lottery -2 ]
It provides the lottery numbers of recent users, the latest winnings and the winning address
information.
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[ Block Chain Lottery -3 ]

If you click on the purchase of a ticket in the site, you can directly link with the user's Metamask
wallet and purchase a ticket with one click of the purchase button. As such, the Dutch Classic
payment solution is very easy, simple and fast. As in the past, there is no process of receiving,
authenticating, and transmitting a user-only wallet. When payment is made here, all payment
information is recorded in the smart contract.
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[ Block Chain Lottery -4 ]
After payment, you can check the payment details on Etherscan.
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Token Sale

1. Dutch Classic token issuance configuration
A total of 5 billion Dutch Classic tokens (5,000,000,000) will be issued, and will be distributed as
shown in Table 1 above. No new issuance after distribution is over. The distribution of tokens will
be 3 billion, which is 60% of the total issue volume through private sale, pre-sale and public sale.
The amount raised, bonus rate, and actual exchange rate for each sale stage are as follows. In the
event that the recruitment amount of the private sale or pre-sale is not achieved, the distribution
amount and bonus paid for each stage are sold in the public sale. Details on the token sale and
distribution will be announced through the website.

𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛_𝑖𝑐𝑜 =

2Emain
Epre_ max + Epre_min

* 10,000(DUT/ETH)

𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑐𝑜 = MainICO 기간의 Dutch Classic 가격 (DUT/ETH)
𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛 = MainICO 기간의 이더리움 가격 (USD/ETH)
𝐸𝑝𝑟𝑒_𝑚𝑎𝑥 = PreICO 기간의 이더리움 최고가 (USD/ETH)
𝐸𝑝𝑟𝑒_𝑚𝑖𝑛 = PreICO 기간의 이더리움 최저가 (USD/ETH)
1𝐷𝑆𝑁 = Epre_mid
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1𝐷𝑆𝑁 = Epremid /EmainETH
Epremid = PreICO기간의 이더리움 중간 가격(USD/ETH)
Emain = MainICO기간의 이더리움 가격(USD/ETH)
The base price of Dutch Classic token sale of the Main ICO depends on the average Ethereum
price during the Pre ICO period and the Ethereum price at the start of the Main ICO so that either
Pre ICO or Main ICO participants do not lose due to Ethereum price fluctuations. Is determined.
The Ethereum price required for calculation is determined based on the market price of Bittrex,
and the average Ethereum price during the Pre ICO period is the median value between the
highest price in the period and the lowest price in the period. Since the Main ICO takes place
over a long period of 4 weeks, the Dutch Classic token price during the Main ICO period will be
updated once a day and is determined by the Ethereum market price at the time of renewal.
In addition, the remaining 00% and 0 billion tokens are reserved for ecosystem operation and
community activation. The other 00% will be allocated to the Dutch Classic in a locked-up form,
distributed to future team members and partners who will be working with the Dutch Classic,
which will be used to increase the value of the Dutch Classic. The remaining 5% will be used for
bounties and airdrops.
Dutch Classic tokens purchased through Pre ICO and Main ICO are paid after the completion of
the Main ICO and after completing the KYC process. To stabilize the market, tokens held by Dutch
Classic are locked up for one year from the time of initial distribution, and transfer is prohibited.
The amount raised from the token sale will be used as follows for successful project progress.
[scenario 1: USD 5M+]

－40% of project payment support
-10% liquidity reserve
-Platform development 20%
－Operation and marketing 20%
－10% team and advisor rewards
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In this scenario we aim a strategy to secure a number of specific markets on the basis of the
possibility for application of the Dutch Classic. Fundamentally, raising $5 million gives us the
resources to validate our business model and gain early traction. We will produce initial builds
with scalable technology and a measurable, repeatable market approach.
In this solid position, we will use the company's reserve tokens to increase our capital to
achieve our goal of being a global solution.
[scenario 2: USD 20M+]

－45% of project payment support
-10% liquidity reserve
-Platform development 20%
－Operation and marketing 18%
－7% team and advisor rewards
In this scenario, it aims to enter a broad market through solid resources. The $20 million
fundraising offers Dutch Classic and its partners the opportunity to dominate the market with
aggressive marketing and operations, as well as validating the business model.
[scenario 3: USD 40M+]

－50% of project payment support
-10% liquidity reserve
-Platform development 18%
－Operation and marketing 17%
－5% team and advisor rewards
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When we reach our goals, we can target a global platform as a resource that affects real change.
The Dutch Classic and its partners' approach to product development and market entry follows a
lean process for initial validation, initial feedback and frequent iterations. The difference between
this financing scenario is that it seeks regional partnerships across the globe and has the
resources to rapidly expand to fulfill its commitment to global solutions.
Most importantly, this scenario is financially supportable so that the project fund can be fully
realized. It is meaningful to increase actual service company support by not providing more
financial support than necessary for team and advisor incentive ratios, operation, marketing, and
platform development, and by allocating more to the project fund.
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Legal Disclaimer
Our Dutch Classic team (collectively referred to as Dutch Classic, shareholders, employees, and
affiliates) provides more detailed information on the platform and team that the Dutch Classic
team is planning for those who have a lot of interest and affection for solutions including Dutch
Classic. This white paper has been written for reference purposes only to provide the following. In
other words, this white paper is not intended to encourage you to invest in Dutch Classic teams
or solutions, and has nothing to do with it. In addition, the Dutch Classic team writes this white
paper “as is” and provides it to you, and does not guarantee that any content in the white paper,
including conclusions, will be accurate to the future. The Dutch Classic team does not represent or
guarantee the accuracy of any matters to you in relation to this white paper, and assumes no
legal responsibility for it. For example, the Dutch Classic team can: (i) ensure that the white paper
is based on legitimate rights and does not infringe on the rights of third parties, (ii) whether the
white paper is commercially valuable or useful, and (iii) the white paper is in your possession. We
do not guarantee whether it is suitable for the achievement of a specific purpose or (iv) whether
there are errors in the content of the white paper. Of course, the scope of liability exemption is
not limited to the above examples. If you use this white paper (including but not limited to cases
based on or refer to the white paper) in your own decision making, etc., the consequences will be
entirely yours, regardless of profit or loss. It is according to judgment. In other words, please note
that Airbloc team will not be liable for any damages, losses, debts or other damages caused by
using this white paper.
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